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An invitation to join 

The CLADLINERTM Family 
 

 
CLADLINERTM - SIMPLY THE BEST MANHOLE LINING SYSTEM 

 
The simplicity of a cementitious liner with the performance of a high-build epoxy liner 
all-in-one product. CLADLINERTM offers high chemical resistance and anti-microbial 
performance in a single system… for the first time in the manhole lining industry. 
 
The high chemical resistance offers over 250 times the chemical resistance of calcium 
aluminate and is 200 times more chemically resistant than pure fused calcium 
aluminate, according to a study conducted by Florida Atlantic University, July 2016. In 
addition, CLADLINER products incorporate a formula that contains a broad-spectrum, 
highly effective antimicrobial agent called CladAM. CladAM has been clinically 
tested and has been shown to react with key proteins in a microbe’s outer membrane, 
blocking the transfer of necessary nutrients into the cell. 
 
CLADLINERTM prides itself in creating a “win-win” model for our partners and customers, 
and of course, for our company.  This model has been tested and built by a rooted 
family business; these family values shaped what’s today, a culture of supporting all 
our sales and technical partners with innovative and sensible products which are easily 
understood and properly organized.  Doing so, CLADLINERTM believes that the passion 
behind its people combined with organized sales channels and product offerings 
creates a high success rate and a perfect opportunity to join the CLADLINERTM family. 
 
Organized Product Line 
An important success factor of CLADLINERTM is organized an effective portfolio of products to 
address manholes rehabilitation and lining, as well as other sewer related infrastructure. 
 

5 System Products 
to address the manhole and collections system repair, rehabilitation, leak stopping, and 
protection: 
 

CLADLINER  The next generation hybrid epoxy liner 
CLADSEAL  Polymer joint sealant for chimney sealing, joints and rings 
CLADSTOP 1  1 minute cure, hydraulic cement to stop leaks 
CLADSTOP 3  3 minute cure, hydraulic cement to stop leaks 
CLADRESTORE High build sewer-grade cementitious repair/rebuilder 
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Innovative Manufacturing 
 

CLADLINERTM  is a brand manufactured in the USA.  We consider ourselves pioneers in the epoxy 
formulation and cement blending industry, involved in formulating various epoxies, urethanes, 
and hybrid coatings since 1989.  The company is one of the most experienced formulators of 
repair polymers and hybrid epoxy/urethane coatings.  In 2014, CLADLINERTM  invested into a 
fulltime, dedicated R&D lab and material science chemists, creating ongoing deployment of 
blending technologies and producing highly filled, modified polymers for various industries and 
applications.  With CLADLINERTM   positioned to be a powerful brand in a manhole rehab 
industry, we are on a persistent mission to develop sensible, but yet an exceptionally 
advanced and high performance product line for practical applications with uncompromising 
performance. 
 
 
Protected Sales Channels– The CLADLINERTM Licensed Distributor 
 

A CLADLINERTM Licensed Distributor is a part of a protected territory network of Authorized 
CLADLINERTM Exclusive Distributors.  The program is NOT for everyone, and demands a lot of 
time commitment, start-up expenses, ongoing commitments, and resources.  Yet, should a 
partnership be for you, these territories are completely exclusive and are honored as the only 
sales and service channel available for accounts within the territory carrying the most 
aggressive and competitive wholesale price structure offered by our company.   
 
The CLADLINERTM Distributor holds stock of various products, manages sales channels and 
teams within their territory and honors the network and regions of other Licensed CLADLINERTM 
Distributors. 
 
Together, each Licensed CLADLINERTM Distributor belongs to an extended cooperative family, 
and therefore, is required to disclose and assist one another and share efforts or proceeds 
should cooperation be requested.  If the parent CLADLINERTM or other CLADLINERTM Distributors 
are solicited, CLADLINERTM and CLADLINERTM Distributors are required to pass the client to the 
assigned protected territory Distributor. In addition, the CLADLINERTM Distributor establishes their 
own pricing structure, based on a suggested retail price (MSRP), and ultimately sets sales 
channels with direct sales teams, sales representatives, resellers and/or a combination.  At 
times, this could also be inherited from the efforts of CLADLINERTM prior.  In either case, once the 
Licensed CLADLINERTM Distributor is established, they have the sole discretion to continue to 
honor or disavow any previously set sales resources and agreements within their territory. 
 
 
Incentive and Margins 
The margins of the product line are very healthy and handsome enough to keep all parties 
satisfied.  They offer enough room to incentivize all sales personnel as you grow it, keep partner 
sales channels happy, and remain competitive should you require leverage over the 
competition. 
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Licensed CLADLINERTM Exclusive Distributorship 

 

Authorized, Licensed CLADLINERTM  Exclusive Distribution is offered to select dealers, authorized 
to sell and service CLADLINERTM within a particular territory.  This entity, department or team will 
procure material at a discounted price, warehouses them and resells them directly to the end 
users or customers which they service and support.  Authorized CLADLINERTM  Exclusive 
Distributors may be sole CLADLINERTM   Partners or also represent noncompeting products or 
product lines.   Authorized CLADLINERTM  Exclusive Distributorships are a support and training hub, 
and is responsible for marketing, support, and training within their assigned Territory.   
 
 
ALL Authorized CLADLINERTM Exclusive Distributors  
must make a minimum commitment to the following: 
 

1. Select a dedicated CLADLINER  technical sales manager 
2. Incentivize, manage and build a CLADLINER technical sales team 
3. Keep in-good-standing attendance of training and support initiatives 
4. Respect and honor other CLADLINER Distributor territories 
5. Meet or exceed market and territory quotas 
6. Establishes credit and keeps terms with CLADLINER in good-standing 
7. Directly bill, ship, and hold credit with accounts and customers 

a. At your option, issue warranty and handle claims 
b. Account and customer sales, servicing, and support 

8. Cannot sell any competitive products to CLADLINER 
9. Stock required products, with refilling stocking requirements 

 
CLADLINERTM partner fee, includes: 

 

a. Protected Territory License –exclusive market and regional territory, protected as defined in the 
contract- and the value of the license belongs to you. 

b. Ongoing monthly sales calls, quarterly technical conferencing, and annual Distributor Network 
conferencing. 

c. Direct access CLADLINER account manager for dedicated support, development and training.   
d. Digital Brand package (all logos and designs) 
e. Contribution to the CLADLINER Brand Campaign Fund 
f. Unique CLADLINER Distributor web page (unique page, basic development, utilizing 

CLADLINER.net templates and forms supported and maintained by CLADLINER).   
 

Authorized CLADLINERTM Exclusive Distributors also receive: 
 

1. 50% match on first initial stock order (with certain limitations). 
2. Highest level, competitive discount.  Exclusive, Territorial Distributors pricing is “best pricing.”  
3. Ability to adjust pricing from suggested list 
4. Ability to support other sales models, reps, or resellers in your Territory 
5. Sole exclusive, and protected distribution of territory 
6. License with full transferability 

 
We look forward to partnering up with you.  If you should you have any questions on how to begin this 
process for your company. 
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STEPS to becoming an CLADLINER Exclusive Distributor: 
 
Step 1 Application 
The application will allow CLADLINER an opportunity to examine the resources and capabilities of your 
firm.  This will prepare both parties in realizing the opportunity better when conducting further dialog. 

 

Step 2 Interviewing process, rounds of conference calls and/or visitations 
Your CLADLINER representative will schedule rounds of discussions with you and your team regarding 
the expectations and intentions of becoming an CLADLINER Exclusive Distributor.  During this stage, we 
will discuss in detail, sections of the agreement, resources and liability expectations, governance and 
structure of the network, sales and marketing, and other general points to ensure the program is 
outlined clearly.  This step is critical, as the program is NOT for everyone.  Becoming an CLADLINER 
Exclusive Distributor will require resources, financial obligations, and time.  The intent of this step is to 
make sure all expectations are known upfront prior to making any further commitments by each party. 

 
Step 3 Execute Letter of Intent (LOI) with collection of Distributor Fee 
This step is designed to demonstrate the commitment by both parties, secure your Territory for 120-days 
and allow for the scheduling of the action steps to follow.  Signing the LOI will generate the actions for 
training, reviewing of the agreement, preparation of sales material, collateral, and inventory, and 
ultimately the execution of the agreement with your CLADLINER license.  During this period, should either 
party feel that this is not for them, a refund in full will be made. 

 
Step 4  Schedule and attend Distributor Intensive Launch Training 
CLADLINER will invite your firm for technical and sales training.  This is designed for the initial launch of 
your Distributorship.  Ongoing training will take place on a scheduled basis thereafter.  This step will 
require a visit to CLADLINER (in some rare instances we can travel to you, but not preferred - additional 
costs may be incurred).  Although only the designated liaison is required, CLADLINER encourages the 
whole sales team to participate. 

 
Step 5 Set-up proposal, initial stock order, and with draft agreement review 
After training, we will review the market needs together with you to determine the initial stock of 
inventory required at your facility.  On this first order of inventory, CLADLINER will match it 50% of your 
initial stock order up to $10,000 (at MSRP), a potential value of $5,000 in credit.  Any additional resources 
that may be needed will also be reviewed, and a set up proposal will be delivered by us to you, 
together with a draft Agreement for Exclusive Distributorship.     

 
Step 6 Execute agreement  
After all the above - procuring your stock inventory and license, attending training, reviewing the draft 
agreement, and planning your start up with CLADLINER.   CLADLINER, together with your commitment 
will execute the Agreement and issue your Territorial License. 


